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ABSTRACT: In this letter, an experimental validation of percolation-based
approaches for the prediction of wave propagation in random media is pre-
sented. Measurements are collected in a real controlled environment, where the
obstacles are stochastically placed in a two-dimensional grid according to a
known nonuniform density distribution. The obtained results show that, in spite
of their simplicity, percolation-based approaches can be applied in real
propagation problems. © 2008 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Microwave
Opt Technol Lett 50: 3190 –3192, 2008; Published online in Wiley
InterScience (www.interscience.wiley.com). DOI 10.1002/mop.23937

Key words: percolation theory propagation; stratified random media;
electromagnetic propagation; experimental validation

1. INTRODUCTION

The prediction of e.m. propagation in disordered distributions of
obstacles is a challenging research topic [1]. A possible approach
to such a topic consists of modeling the propagation environment
by means of a percolation lattice [2] and describing the propaga-
tion through a stochastic process. This allows one to obtain ana-
lytical closed-form solutions that describe the average properties
of the e.m. propagation [3, 4]. With reference to the far-external
source scenario and under the assumption that the obstacles are
nonuniformly distributed, this letter is aimed at presenting the
results of an experimental validation performed in a real controlled
environment to validate the percolation-based solutions [5, 6].

2. SETUP

The experiments have been carried out in an anechoic chamber,
6 m long, 3 m wide, and 4 m high, available at the ELEDIA
laboratory. Sketch and wide-angle shot of the experimental setup
are given in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. A 2 m-sided square area
has been partitioned in K � 10 rows, each one containing I � 10
cells. Obstacle were polystyrene cylinders with square section (0.2
m � 0.2 m), 2 m high, lined with a metallic film. The transmitting
device, aimed at modeling the e.m. source, was an Oritel ANC
100/15 dB pyramidal horn antenna whose dimensions have been
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increased by means of metallic plates to 190 mm, 130 mm, and
120 mm, respectively. The transmitting antenna has been placed in
the crosssectional plane of the targets, and it has been oriented so
that its symmetry axis crosses the middle of the first row and forms
an angle of 45° with the upper side of the grid (see Fig. 1). The
working frequency has been set to 9.6 GHz. As both the transmit-
ting antenna and the receiving one (i.e., a vertical half-wavelength
monopole connected to an Agilent E4407B network analyzer) are
fixed at a height equal to the half of the scatterers height, the
behavior in the horizontal plane quite carefully approximate a
two-dimensional scenario. The experiments are concerned with
two linear obstacles density distributions (namely, Profile L1 and
Profile L2 in Fig. 3) where the occupancy probability takes the
form qj � q1 � �j, j being the row index. For each obstacles
density profile, S � 20 different grid realizations (referred in the
following as maps and randomly generated according to the cho-
sen profile distribution) have been considered. For each map,
experimental data have been collected by locating the scatterers
one row after the other. The measurements have been collected in
the successive and adjacent row by moving the dipole in corre-
spondence with each one of the I � 10 columns.

Definitions: The measured average path loss at a given row k is
equal to:

�PL�k��meas � � 10 log10� 1

PT
� 1

IS�
i�1

l �
s�1

S

PR
m��k,i�;s	���dB	 (1)

where PT is the transmitted power, and PR
m[(k,i);S] is the power

measured at the (k � 1,i)-th site in correspondence with the sth
realization when the grid is filled with obstacles till level k. On the
other hand, the same quantity is numerically estimated according
to the following relationship:

�PL�k�� � � 10 log10��PR
fs�k��Pr
03 k�

PT
��dB	 (2)

where �PR
fs�k�� is the average power received at level k in free

space, and Pr{03 k} is the probability that a single ray impinging
on the two-dimensional percolation lattice reaches level k before
being reflected back into the above empty halfplane. Such quantity
is analytically computed by following either the Markov approach
[5] or the Martingale approach [6].

3. RESULTS

Figures 4 and 5 show the results obtained for the obstacles density
profiles in Figure 3 by means of (2) by applying the Martingale as
well as the Markov approach. The estimated values are compared
with those measured and using (1). Although several sources of
error as well as approximations (e.g., measurement inaccuracies,

Figure 1 Sketch of the experimental setup. [Color figure can be viewed
in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com]

Figure 2 Wide-angle shot of the experimental setup. [Color figure can
be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.
wiley.com]

Figure 3 Obstacles density profiles. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com]

Figure 4 Estimated and reference values of �PL(k)� vs. k for the Profile
L1. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
www.interscience.wiley.com]
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not infinite grid in the horizontal direction, not perfect two-dimen-
sional structure, limited data sample) are present, a good matching
between theoretical and reference data can be noticed whatever the
obstacles distribution and the prediction approach.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this letter, some representative results from an experimental
validation of percolation-based approaches for the prediction of
wave propagation in random media have been presented. The
matching between measured and computed data values has as-
sessed the reliability of statistic strategies.
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ABSTRACT: The design of a printed monopole antenna on the system
circuit board of the mobile phone for achieving GSM850/900/1800/
1900/UMTS operation with a small area of 10 mm � 60 mm is pre-
sented. The antenna is easy to fabricate at low cost and mainly com-
prises a driven strip, a coupled strip, and a high-pass matching network
for providing two wide operating bands at about 900 and 1900 MHz to
cover GSM850/900 and GSM1800/1900/UMTS operations, respectively.

The wide lower band is controlled by the driven strip excited as a quar-
ter-wavelength mode, which is further tuned to become a dual-reso-
nance excitation by incorporating the high-pass matching network for
effective bandwidth enhancement. For the wide upper band, it is formed
by a quarter-wavelength mode excited at about 1800 MHz by the cou-
pled strip and the higher-order mode contributed by the driven strip.
Furthermore, with the proposed antenna structure, the lower and upper
bands can generally be tuned separately, which is an attractive feature
and makes it easy to design for practical applications. © 2008 Wiley
Periodicals, Inc. Microwave Opt Technol Lett 50: 3192–3198, 2008;
Published online in Wiley InterScience (www.interscience.wiley.com).
DOI 10.1002/mop.23936

Key words: mobile antennas; printed monopole antennas; mobile phone
antennas; multiband antennas; penta-band operation

1. INTRODUCTION

Owing to the rapid growth in mobile communications, the
internal antenna for the mobile phone is generally required to be
capable of multiband operation, especially penta-band operation
covering GSM850/900/1800/1900/UMTS (824�894/890�960/
1710�1880/1850�1990/1920�2170 MHz) operation. However,
owing to the limited space available inside the mobile phone, it is
usually a big challenge for antenna engineers to achieve penta-
bend operation for the internal mobile phone antenna with a small
size.

In this article, we present a promising design of using a printed
monopole antenna to achieve penta-band operation for the mobile
phone. The proposed printed monopole antenna is to be printed
directly on the system circuit board of the mobile phone, hence
making it easy to fabricate at low cost. In addition, the printed
monopole antenna is of low profile in appearance and, thus,
especially suitable for application in a thin mobile phone [1–4].
The proposed antenna also provides a promising solution for the
printed monopole for internal mobile phone antenna applications
to easily generate two wide operating bands for covering GSM850/
900 and GSM1800/1900/UMTS operations. The proposed printed
monopole shows a simple radiating metal pattern of a driven strip
and a coupled strip. The enhanced bandwidth in the lower band at
about 900 MHz is obtained by incorporating a high-pass matching
network [5–10] to the printed monopole, which results in a dual-
resonance excitation for the excited resonant mode in the lower
band; this leads to a wide lower band for the antenna to cover
GSM850/900 operation. On the other hand, the coupled strip can
contribute an additional resonant mode for the antenna’s upper
band to achieve a much widened bandwidth to cover GSM1800/
1900/UMTS operation. In addition, as the coupled strip is excited
through a small coupling gap by the driven strip [11], not through
direct excitation as the traditional two-branch monopole antenna
[12–14], its effect on the existing resonant modes contributed by
the driven strip are found to be very small. This behavior makes
the lower and upper bands of the proposed monopole antenna easy
to be adjusted separately. This makes the antenna easy to design
for practical applications. Details of the proposed printed mono-
pole antenna for penta-band operation are presented.

2. DESIGN OF PROPOSED PRINTED MONOPOLE ANTENNA

Figure 1(a) shows the geometry of the proposed printed monopole
antenna for GSM850/900/1800/1900/UMTS operation in the mo-
bile phone, and the equivalent circuit of the high-pass matching
network incorporated to the antenna is shown in Figure 1(b). The
printed monopole consists of a driven strip and a coupled strip;
both strips are in a folded configuration to achieve a compact size.
The driven and coupled strips are printed on the small top no-

Figure 5 Estimated and reference values of �PL(k)� vs. k for the Profile
L2. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
www.interscience.wiley.com]
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